
 by Elizabeth Borchardt on 2020-08-28

I have always been satisfied with the care at Szmanda, going here for years. The
front desk staff are always kind. Jamie, the dental hygienist I have is always
exceptional and kind. I am grateful to get care during this interesting COVID-19 time. I
had an initial visit with a new dental provider, who seemed kind and knowledgeable in
her practice. I would recommend to her one thing which I have found as both a
patient and provider a simple gesture, but important and goes miles in building
rapport. Introduce yourself, by name. Call me by my name. Even in busy times, this is
possible.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2020-08-21

When you go for a 9am teeth cleaning and are still sitting in the waiting room
30minutes after your appointment, there's something wrong. There was another lady
also waiting the same amount of time for her cleaning, and we both were chatting that
if you want us to wait 30minutes then schedule us 30mintues later. What happens to
the folks that have a 3-4PM appt? Do they wait an hour? Especially during all of this
Covid business - some of us can't handle wearing a mask that long! The service has
really gone down at the Wittenberg location, and the new lady dentist is very arrogant.

NPS:

 by Sara Starr on 2020-08-14

Staff was very inviting during this time of pandemic! They know you over time and get
to know you on a personal level! Very comforting!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2020-07-31

I really appreciate the efforts for health safety! My appt. for a filling went perfectly!
Staff are friendly, extremely competent, & make you feel very comfortable.



NPS:

 by Eileen Petersen on 2020-07-29

I had a fantastic experience. The dentist and the staff were friendly and professional.

NPS:

 by Sandy Sekorski on 2020-07-23

Very friendly....

NPS:

 by Anon on 2020-07-03

I'm really happy with my dentist. She knows I'll put off some procedures as long as I
can so she may recommend something but, doesn't push me.

NPS:

 by Angeline Mavis on 2020-07-02

Was in and out in no time. The filling procedure was so much easier than years ago
and Dr. Charging and her assistant were very knowledgeable and friendly the whole
time.

NPS:

 by Connie Yonker on 2020-07-02

I had a tooth pulled and I didn't fell any thing nice job.

NPS:



 by Jeffrey Hartleben on 2020-06-26

Very pleased with the whole experience at the Wittenberg office. Got in promptly and
got the results I was looking for.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2020-06-16

Nice facility update! Thank You for taking measures to insure the health and safety of
your patients and staff.

NPS:

 by Robert Sekorski on 2020-06-11

Excellent all around

NPS:

 by Anon on 2020-06-11

Excellent precautions taken, super professional staff.

NPS:

 by Sandy Sekorski on 2020-05-08

Very professional and timely service.

NPS:



 by Anon on 2020-05-06

Excellent care as always, Jamie took wonderful care of me!

NPS:

 by Joni Morris on 2020-04-08

Excellent! Super nice, efficent and in and out quicky.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2020-03-27

I had a very stressful few days before & day of my appointment. I was very
apprehensive about my appointment. The staff were more than accommodating &
kind to me. My procedure was done, minimal discomfort, I was so relieved! God bless
all of you for the wonderful, compassionate care you provide.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2020-03-12

Excellent treatment from wonderful staff. I was very nervous about my appointment,
but my dental work was done without pain & very efficiently .

NPS:

 by Anon on 2020-03-12

I have been looking for a dentist since moving here 2 years ago. I finally found one!
Everyone was cheerful. The environment was relaxed. I recieved a great cleaning
from Cassie and nice conversation. The Dentist was able to help me with the issues I
was having and ease my mind.

NPS:



 by Lonny Malzahn on 2020-02-20

good visit, good cleaning, job well done!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2020-02-06

My son had a tooth ache was able to get him the next day for an appt and they were
able to fix the problem that day

NPS:

 by Anon on 2020-02-03

I was given very good treatment by Dr. Charging and the whole staff.

NPS:

 by Sarah Meidl on 2020-01-29

I was nervous but was put at ease by the staff.

NPS:

 by Mary Griffin on 2020-01-25

First time there and I felt welcome. The people were friendly, concerned and did an
excellent job. I did not feel pressured to do any procedure. I will definitely return.

NPS:



 by Kristy Grulkowski on 2020-01-16

Everyone is so friendly. Care is excellent! Appointments are timely and procedures
are of the highest quality and painless. Wonderful staff!!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2019-12-05

Great communication regarding appointments. Very thorough cleaning and
consultation. Thanks..

NPS:

 by Harlan Davison on 2019-12-04

Everyone was very thorough and pleasant. Offered constructive suggestions to
improve my oral health.

NPS:

 by Tina Foth on 2019-11-26

Very polite and caring.

NPS:

 by Trisha Selle on 2019-11-21

Very Professional and Personal!!

NPS:



 by Ralph Konkel on 2019-11-13

very pleasant and courteous

NPS:

 by Anon on 2019-10-17

Jamie did a great job. Friendly, knowledgeable, gentle. Thank you.

NPS:

 by Scott Foth on 2019-10-03

Great staff and a pleasant experience!!

NPS:

 by Michael Berg on 2019-09-17

Always a good experience!

NPS:

 by Mike Schultz on 2019-08-27

Very good experience

NPS:

 by Anon on 2019-08-26

Friendly atmosphere and timely visit. Jamie does an awesome job.



NPS:

 by Scott Andrews on 2019-08-23

Hygienist was very pleasant. Met new Dentist who gave options for taking care of a
small cavity in between wisdom tooth and next molar.

NPS:

 by Todd Drews on 2019-08-13

Great

NPS:

 by Jeanne Tatro on 2019-07-12

I was very happy with my visit. I know I am being taken care of right. Thanks for all
the information I learned the day of my visit.

NPS:

 by Carla Hanke on 2019-07-11

Very friendly and nice.

NPS:

 by Jeanne Tatro on 2019-06-20

It was a very good experience. I really like the new dentist. She was very helpful with
my decision about the one tooth that has given me problems.

NPS:



 by Anon on 2019-06-04

Great experience with getting a filling---no pain at all--

NPS:

 by Joann Lawton on 2019-05-22

Great dentistry! Everyone is so friendly and professional. I never have any fears going
to Szmanda Dental. My teeth always feel and look clean, smooth, and shiny!

NPS:

 by Jon Betry on 2019-05-01

Very good

NPS:

 by Leonard Mackay on 2019-04-18

Great cleaning

NPS:

 by Jimmy Coliadis on 2019-04-17

I was well greeted. I have a disability needing a knee scooter to get around and they
came and held both doors open for me. The assistant did an excellent job. The
dentist seemed very knowledgeable.

NPS:



 by Douglas Willcome on 2019-03-15

Excellent as usual!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2019-02-21

It was great! No cavities!!!

NPS:

 by Walter Smith on 2019-02-20

I would recommend Szmanda Dental to any one, very clean and people who work
there are very nice. Walter

NPS:

 by Susan Hintz on 2019-01-10

Friendly, fast and knowledgeable service.

NPS:

 by Nancy Plank on 2018-11-14

Everyone was so welcoming and positive to me, even though I have not been to the
dentist in awhile. My teeth feel clean and great this morning and the dental assistant
was patient and very nice. thanks Szmanda!!!!

NPS:



 by Barbara Buchholz on 2018-10-17

I have always had a wonderful experience at Szmanda Dental Center in Wittenberg.
The people are always professional and caring.

NPS:

 by Victoria Peterson on 2018-10-12

Very pleasant office and staff.

NPS:

 by Karla Hoffman on 2018-09-20

The staff was very friendly and professional. Apt was timely and concerns all
discussed.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2018-09-16

Excellent care as always, Jamie is wonderful!!

NPS:

 by Draven Fuller on 2018-08-15

Everyone is so friendly!

NPS:

 by Aaron Fuller on 2018-08-15



I love Szmanda Dental Wittenberg Center!

NPS:

 by Michael Berg on 2018-08-10

Aways pleasant going there.

NPS:

 by Todd Drews on 2018-08-04

visit was great

NPS:

 by Jeanette Mackay on 2018-07-11

Got in before my appointment time. Friendly, perfectional, great job. Thanks.

NPS:

 by Michael Dent on 2018-06-20

They were very experienced and professional made me feel comfortable

NPS:

 by Leah Rice on 2018-06-14

Friendly staff!

NPS:



 by Stevie Jo Crick on 2018-05-30

I love how nice everyone is when you are there.

NPS:

 by Doris Eberlein on 2018-05-29

Prompt and friendly service.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2018-05-24

Wonderful staff who care about you!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2018-05-18

Able to get in with a dental emergency - very much appreciated!

NPS:

 by Michael Resch on 2018-05-18

With Jamie Resch it is always a pleasant experience when having my teeth cleaned.
employees like her are your best asset.

NPS:



 by DeAnna Ostrowski on 2018-04-25

Husbabd and i were very happy with our first time visit.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2018-04-20

Was a really pleasant experience. The hiegentise was so nice and thorough. Couldn't
have asked for a better appointment

NPS:

 by Linda Steebs on 2018-03-23

Very friendly and professional!

NPS:

 by Blaine Koch on 2018-03-22

They are concerned about your comfort. Very little time in waiting room.

NPS:

 by Debora Harris on 2018-03-16

.........

NPS:

 by Gerald Krienke on 2018-03-09



I am very satisfied with their work. My questions are always addressed and the staff
have been very pleasant.

NPS:

 by Corianna Wilhelm on 2018-03-08

Always so friendly when I'm there and no more than 5 minute wait time.

NPS:

 by Carolyn Krienke on 2018-03-08

Professional friendly staff always willing to answer questions making visits a positive
experience

NPS:

 by Anon on 2018-03-06

I was annoyed that I wasn't asked about any of the services or procedures that I was
given. I was told what was going to happen, never was asked. The water cleaning
seemed to save a lot of time but was very messy and I was glad I hadn't worn
anything nice. The water kept dripping down my chin and down to my clothes.
Perhaps a better "bib" could be provided or some sort of towel. The hygienist was
very nice. I felt bad because I was having a bad day and didn't want to talk much. She
didn't seem to get the hint that I was okay not making small talk and kept trying to
make the effort.

NPS:

 by Jeremy Hanson on 2018-03-02

I’ve always like coming to the dentist year the people are really nice and this last time
I had a good check up thank you Jamie and Dr. Falknor! Sorry if I spelled your name
wrong



NPS:

 by Dale Clark on 2018-03-02

Very professional!!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2018-03-01

Abby was a friendly hygienist and did a great job! I have yet to have a bad experience
at Szmanda Dental.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2018-02-23

Jamie provided great service today. She is gentle, kind, and answered all my
questions.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2018-02-18

Friendly and accommodating !

NPS:

 by Patricia Zblewski on 2018-02-06

Great cleaning with minimal discomfort

NPS:



 by Joseph Bushman on 2018-02-06

Everything was great. Thanks.

NPS:

 by Todd Drews on 2018-02-03

Excellent. very nice people and teeth felt good and clean with no problems.

NPS:

 by Draven Fuller on 2018-02-01

My visit was perfect!

NPS:

 by Aaron Fuller on 2018-02-01

A great experience!

NPS:

 by Nicole Fuller on 2018-02-01

All of the staff is super friendly!

NPS:

 by Amanda Mauritz on 2018-01-30



Becca did a fantastic job as usual. The staff in Wittenberg are fantastic.

NPS:

 by Elizabeth Borchardt on 2018-01-24

I always have a great experience at Szmanda in Wittenberg, even when I find out I
have a cavity :) Jamie always does a great job with my cleaning and making me feel
welcome and informed.

NPS:

 by Robert Conn on 2018-01-14

Very nice Doctor and Assistant, I am very pleased!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2018-01-11

Very professional, relaxing , soft easy music , pleasant experience , short wait time .

NPS:

 by Cindy Dawson on 2017-12-27

I absolutely love this group... very caring and professional!!!

NPS:

 by Jeanette Mackay on 2017-12-19

Very pleased. Neat, clean, friendly, professional.



NPS:

 by Louise Fischer on 2017-12-14

Very good experience! On time, thorough checkup, no gimmick sale pitches!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-12-13

Very nice staff

NPS:

 by SallyJo Stevens on 2017-12-09

Well, I came in with my husband for his cleaning. Requested information for new
patient and they gave a cleaning right then. I said no to the X-rays but if I had been
told it was included in the new patient start up I would have.

NPS:

 by Mary Bembenek on 2017-12-07

They are always very friendly at Szmanda Dental Center

NPS:

 by Fay Rosenow on 2017-11-23

Everyone is very friendly & honest with your tooth condition. Don't try to "upsell"

NPS:



 by Anon on 2017-11-17

As always, prompt, great care!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-11-16

it went well,did not take to long, cleaning lady was very gentle and explained things
well,thanks

NPS:

 by Michael Resch on 2017-11-15

Allways a good experience with Jamie R. cleaning my teeth, she is an exceptional
employee.

NPS:

 by Walter Smith on 2017-11-03

excellent service

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-11-01

Excellent! Friendly and conscientious workers.

NPS:



 by Joleen Davison on 2017-10-26

Friendly and knowledgable staff. Very prompt on timelines.

NPS:

 by Bernadette Wagner on 2017-10-24

Best Dental care available!

NPS:

 by Karen Plisch on 2017-10-15

Wonderful experience.

NPS:

 by Walter Smith on 2017-10-12

Toothless, but was not painful. Everything went well as expected. Thank you Walt.

NPS:

 by Gerald Krienke on 2017-10-12

In spite of having a cracked tooth removed, the visit went well. The removal was quite
painless considering the situation.

NPS:

 by Victoria Peterson on 2017-10-07



Had a wonderful dental experience today, gentle, precise friendly

NPS:

 by Debora Owens on 2017-09-14

perfect

NPS:

 by Patricia Zblewski on 2017-09-13

Jamie was very friendly and concerned about me as a patient and a person. Thanks
Jamie for the great experience!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-09-12

I went in because I had chipped a tooth and they were able to fill it right away.

NPS:

 by Carolyn Krienke on 2017-09-11

Friendly, professional and caring staff

NPS:

 by Gerald Krienke on 2017-09-09

Very pleasant. They took time to answer my questions. I felt the teeth cleaning was
very thorough.



NPS:

 by Gary Boldig on 2017-08-30

Always a great experience at Szmanda Dental. Excellent staff, very friendly and
makes you feel at ease.

NPS:

 by Alyssa Robinson on 2017-08-30

All your staff was very nice and professional! Looking forward to coming back.

NPS:

 by Walter Smith on 2017-08-24

Very careful and friendly, and do wonderful work so you have a wonderful smile.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-08-23

Great care, thank you

NPS:

 by Michael Berg on 2017-08-09

Great as usual!

NPS:



 by Elizabeth Borchardt on 2017-07-25

Wonderful care as always!

NPS:

 by Leah Rice on 2017-07-24

Friendly!

NPS:

 by Kris Poehnelt on 2017-07-22

This was my first visit and I can say that everyone was friendly and professional. I
look forward to returning in 6 months. Have a great day and week everyone! Regards,
Kris

NPS:

 by Joann Lawton on 2017-07-17

The staff are always smiling and pleasant. I have been coming to Szmanda Dental
Center for years and am always welcomed and addressed by name by all employees.
It's a happy environment with very professional people! I have no fears at this Dental
Center. I highly recommend giving Szmanda Dental Center a try.

NPS:

 by Judi Hegewald on 2017-07-06

I had my teeth cleaned and checked. As always, everyone was so friendly and helpful
and I felt like I received really great service.

NPS:



 by Ronda Kerstner on 2017-06-19

Had a good check-up and all went well. Teeth got a good cleaning! All is well!

NPS:

 by Jennifer Christianson on 2017-06-15

Great experience, as usual!! Love going to Val for my cleanings as she does a great
job! :)

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-06-12

The visit went surprisingly well. Good technician!

NPS:

 by Elizabeth Gwidt on 2017-06-09

Great customer service

NPS:

 by Kelly Carlson on 2017-06-05

The dentist and hygentist were very helpful and gave great recommendations for my
questons.

NPS:



 by Walter Smith on 2017-05-31

They take their time and do excellent work. Very friendly and kind staff. Thank You
Walt

NPS:

 by Danielle Andrews on 2017-05-26

Such amazing staff!! I love going to the dentist and have them remember me!! It
makes it all so much more enjoyable to be there!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-05-26

Excellent care, no pain!!!

NPS:

 by Elizabeth Gwidt on 2017-05-24

Great patient care!

NPS:

 by Cheryl Olson on 2017-05-19

I never have to wait very long to be seen. Everything is done with no pain, and the
staff are all very nice. I would not go anywhere else! Also, only what is needed is
done. Nothing more or less. I appreciate that!

NPS:



 by Patricia Zblewski on 2017-05-17

Great cleaning by Val and as usual Kristy is super friendly!

NPS:

 by Blaine Koch on 2017-05-17

Very friendly...no pressure to get additional procedures like some places.

NPS:

 by Bernadette Wagner on 2017-04-27

The staff is very friendly, and thorough. I enjoy going to the Dentist because I am
made to feel comfortable for the services provided.

NPS:

 by Susan Hintz on 2017-04-25

Excellent service, friendly and knowledgeable employees. Prompt service also.

NPS:

 by Gloria Resch on 2017-04-07

an fyi sheet would be helpful with extrations. salt/water ratio- how oftern. bleeding
time, when can i chew?

NPS:

 by Diane Malzahn on 2017-04-05



Very kind and helpful .

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-04-02

hard tooth to remove but he stuck with it and removed it, everyone was friendly
makes everyone feel better.

NPS:

 by Victoria Peterson on 2017-03-31

Pleasant experience with wonderful, knowledgeable staff. Thank you all for a great
appointment .

NPS:

 by Donald Lutzow on 2017-03-28

Extremely friendly staff. Very easy to get appointments that fit my schedule. Also, not
pushy on treatment and options are explained very clearly.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-03-28

Dr. Keefer took the time to fully explain his recommended treatment after listening to
my concerns. Appreciate his patience!

NPS:

 by Christine Fletcher on 2017-03-17



Staff always in good spirits nice environment.

NPS:

 by Kristy Day on 2017-03-01

The staff was friendly and professional. I felt very comfortable and confident in the
care I received.

NPS:

 by Fay Rosenow on 2017-02-28

Everyone is very friendly. Things are explained well

NPS:

 by Donald Schmidt on 2017-02-22

quick, friendly service, will definitely recommend to friends

NPS:

 by Debora Owens on 2017-02-16

Thanks for a great visit!

NPS:

 by Ronald Roff on 2017-02-13

I am sending this for my husband, he doesn't use a computer. He was very impressed
with the care he was given. Said it was the least painful visit he has ever had.



NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-02-11

I was in and out fast, doctor was friendly, explained everything answered my
questions. dental assistant did not say anything to me, made me feel uneasy, work
done seems fine. I was greeted friendly and left happy.

NPS:

 by Christine Nier on 2017-02-11

I appreciate how quickly my filling was fixed.

NPS:

 by Michael Berg on 2017-02-01

Awesome as usual.

NPS:

 by Elizabeth Borchardt on 2017-01-24

Wonderful experience at Szmanda Dental. Val, the dental hygienist, made me feel
comfortable and kept me informed of what she was doing. Always a good experience
here.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-01-22

not bad at all, lady who cleaned my teeth was the best, she was friendly and did not
hurt me at all, only one thing, did not enjoy the music that was playing .



NPS:

 by Christine Nier on 2017-01-21

Val does a great job and makes the experience that much better!

NPS:

 by Patricia Zblewski on 2017-01-10

Jamie did a great job cleaning my teeth no problems at all!!! Thanks!!'n

NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-12-29

I love my hygienist, Jaime! She is always on schedule and keeps me on track! She is
very gentle but thorough and her laugh is contagious!

NPS:

 by Douglas Kohl on 2016-12-28

Pleasant environment & experience

NPS:

 by Debora Harris on 2016-12-23

I haven't had my teeth cleaned in quite some time.... but staff did not make me feel
bad about this and did a great job cleaning them!! Also was excellent about explaining
all procedures.



NPS:

 by Aaron Fuller on 2016-12-14

Kristi, the dental staff, and Dr. Ollie were great as usual!

NPS:

 by Nicole Fuller on 2016-12-14

We LOVE all of the staff! Very caring and down to earth and always looking out for
our best interest!

NPS:

 by Aaron Fuller on 2016-12-14

Kristi, the dental staff, and Dr. Ollie were great as usual! :)

NPS:

 by Elizabeth Gwidt on 2016-11-23

Claudette was my dental hygienist and she did an excellent job! Besides doing a
great job cleaning my teeth she also gave me a lot of information about gum disease
and how to take the best care of my dental health which I found very interesting and
informative. Lastly she told me about the fluoride treatments for adults which i chose
to get. Thank you for excellent patient care !!

NPS:

 by Michael Dent on 2016-11-23

Very friendly andhelpful



NPS:

 by Indica Schmidt on 2016-11-14

I thought it was amazing! everyone was kind and vary comforting.

NPS:

 by Julie Schmitt on 2016-11-12

Very welcoming and professional staff.

NPS:

 by Louise Fischer on 2016-10-28

Great staff! Great visit! They don't push unnecessary procedures like MW and the
local competition.

NPS:

 by Walter Smith on 2016-10-20

It was painless and they were very nice and the dentist took his time. Thank you so
very much for the fine work you do. Thanks again. Walter J Smith

NPS:

 by Joann Lawton on 2016-09-23

Friendly staff! Professional workers!

NPS:



 by Fay Rosenow on 2016-09-16

Review for JOHN FELKNER

Very friendly staff. Prompt to apt time. Dentist very personable & does the
work himself instead of mostly staff. Great job!

NPS:

 by Patricia Zblewski on 2016-09-02

Review for VALEEN WENDORSKI

Always professional and very friendly.

NPS:

 by Mike Schultz on 2016-08-31

Review for OLIVER KEEFER

Great service

NPS:

 by Mary Ellen Phillips on 2016-08-26

Review for OLIVIA LAMMERS

The questions I asked were answered very well. The cleaning was done in a
very good manner.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-08-19



Review for OLIVIA LAMMERS

Olivia was great, did an excellent job cleaning my teeth!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-08-19

Review for OLIVIA LAMMERS

Exccellent care as always....no complaints, Olivia did an excellent job
cleaning my teeth!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-08-18

Review for VALEEN WENDORSKI

Would not go any place else.

NPS:

 by Susan Hintz on 2016-08-11

Review for VALEEN WENDORSKI

Excellent! Friendly staff and prompt service.

NPS:

 by Bruce Dudzik on 2016-07-31

Review for JAIME RESCH

I normally do not like going to the dentist. In fact, it has been about 20
years. They made me feel at ease and explained everything in detail. No
surprises. I even scheduled another appointment.



NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-07-29

Review for JOHN FELKNER

The Szmanda staff did an excellent job with my son. Always kind and
friendly.

NPS:

 by Walter Smith on 2016-07-29

Review for JAIME RESCH

Very good,and very clean.Everyone very friendly and very happy with the
work they do. Thanks again and see you in Aug.

NPS:

 by Amanda Mauritz on 2016-07-19

Review for REBECCA WALKER

It was amazing Becca is a great hygienist.

NPS:

 by Adam Koch on 2016-07-19

Review for OLIVER KEEFER

Always clean,courtious and respectful . Great service in a timely manner .

NPS:



 by Arthur Plaster on 2016-07-17

Review for JOHN FELKNER

satisfidy

NPS:

 by Margaret Kersten on 2016-07-14

Review for OLIVER KEEFER

I was greeted with a smiling face . My procedure was explained in detail and
my Dr. was very efficient. His assistant was pleasant and easy to talk to and
very professional. Their was now pain of any sort. If you have to go to the
dentist I would recommend Szmanda Dental Cent Wittenberg.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-07-11

Review for JAIME RESCH

easy to schedule and always on time

NPS:

 by Elizabeth Borchardt on 2016-07-08

Review for JAIME RESCH

Pleasant check up yet again. All the staff at Szmanda Dental in Wittenberg
are friendly and caring-especially the hygienist Jamie!

NPS:

 by Rick Kluck on 2016-06-29



Review for JAIME RESCH

Thank you Wittenberg Szmanda for always helping us take better care of
our teeth! You always answer our questions and treat us well.

NPS:

 by Joleen Davison on 2016-06-24

Review for MARTINA FISCHER

Very friendly staff Gentle and thorough hygienist Pleasant and
knowledgable dentist

NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-06-21

Review for JOHN FELKNER

Excellent care as always!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-06-21

Review for JOHN FELKNER

Excellent care as always!!!

NPS:

 by Julie Krolow on 2016-06-09

Review for KRISTIN BURBEY

Since I came here my guns don't bleed when your hygienists floss them. So
gentle!!



NPS:

 by Patricia Zblewski on 2016-05-25

Review for VALEEN WENDORSKI

Val is an excellent and caring dental hygienist and is very careful with my
sensitive teeth. She is personable and truly cares about her patients.

NPS:

 by Kristen Desrochers on 2016-05-25

Review for VALEEN WENDORSKI

It was my first time with Val and she did a wonderful job! She was gentle,
steady and made me feel comfortable. She even took the time to learn
about myself and my family. The dentist I saw was thorough during his
exam and answered all of my questions. I highly recommend Szmanda
Dental Center in Wittenberg-all of the staff was wonderful!

NPS:

 by Elizabeth Gwidt on 2016-05-22

Review for VALEEN WENDORSKI

Very good experience. Val provided excellent patient care when cleaning
my teeth.

NPS:

 by Diane Dombeck on 2016-05-19

Review for JOHN FELKNER

Very Happy with the Service from this dental office, very friendly staff.



NPS:

 by Brenda Brady on 2016-05-19

Review for VALEEN WENDORSKI

Efficient, friendly, great with my kids. In my mind this means they are
perfect!

NPS:

 by Joni Morris on 2016-05-09

Review for JOHN FELKNER

I drive from Appleton to see Dr. Faulkner. Very good dentist and friendly
staff.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-05-06

Review for JOHN FELKNER

I am always very apprehensive when I need a filling due to bad experiences
as a child at the dentist. I have to say that my experiences here have always
been very positive. Dr. Falkner has never caused me pain, is very kind,
quick, and does an excellent job. Heather was great, very kind & efficient.
KUDOS to all the staff!

NPS:

 by Joy Hartleben on 2016-04-13

Review for JAIME RESCH

Always a friendly and welcoming atmosphere. Very pleasant!



NPS:

 by Jamie Swanke on 2016-04-12

Review for OLIVER KEEFER

I prefer the Jack Johnson channel to the Wilson Phillips channel. :)

NPS:

 by Michael Berg on 2016-04-06

Review for JAIME RESCH

Great as usual! Always make me feel comfortable while I'm at appointment.

NPS:

 by Elizabeth Gwidt on 2016-03-19

Review for JOHN FELKNER

Great patient care!!

NPS:

 by Tammy Miller on 2016-03-08

Review for JAIME RESCH

Jamie S was wonderful! Very professional, engaging, educational with care
tips and took very good care of me.

NPS:



 by Brooke Warrington on 2016-02-20

Review for OLIVIA LAMMERS

They took very good care of my 8 year old son and made his experience
comfortable and as fun as possible!

NPS:

 by Douglas Willcome on 2016-02-17

Review for OLIVIA LAMMERS

Great care, no complaints!

NPS:

 by Susan Willcome on 2016-02-17

Review for OLIVIA LAMMERS

Excellent care as usual...Olivia was wonderful!...

NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-02-10

Review for VALEEN WENDORSKI

Don't really look forward to going to the dentist twice a year, but the staff at
the Wittenberg Office make it more enjoyable. Keep up the good work

NPS:

 by Angela Worzalla on 2016-02-09

Review for OLIVER KEEFER



I appreciate that the Dr took the time to explain the issue I was having in
detail to me.

NPS:

 by Peter Stewart on 2016-01-19

Review for OLIVER KEEFER

Very helpful with everything. The staff is very knowledgeable, a very good
experience would recomend everyone to checkout szmanda dental. A big
thanks to all

NPS:

 by Mary Schmick on 2016-01-15

Review for JAIME RESCH

Disappointed that xrays weren't done before my appt ended,but other than
that my experience was excellent in all respects.

NPS:

 by Dale Clark on 2016-01-10

Review for JAIME RESCH

I feel very comfortable in the chair with the staff.

NPS:

 by Patricia Zblewski on 2016-01-07

Review for VALEEN WENDORSKI

Great cleaning and professional and friendly staff.



NPS:

 by Anon on 2015-12-18

Review for JAIME RESCH

As always my experience at Szmanda Dental in Wittenberg was great.
While very few look forward to the dentist, I really don't mind it! It is nice to
know you are always greeted with kind staff. Furthermore, the experience is
great when you have a hygienist like Jamie.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2015-12-18

Review for JAIME RESCH

Friendly, on time.

NPS:

 by Michael Dent on 2015-12-10

Review for JOHN FELKNER

Very friendly and very professional service

NPS:

 by Anon on 2015-12-09

Review for JAIME RESCH

Szmanda staff at Wittenberg is always respectful and makes our family feel
comfortable while visiting. We appreciate the fact that they put people first!

NPS:



 by Victoria Peterson on 2015-12-05

Review for JOHN FELKNER

I have had several crowns done and this was by far the quickest,least
uncomfortable appointment I have ever had. Thank you Hether and Dr.
Felkner

NPS:

 by Elizabeth Gwidt on 2015-11-12

Review for OLIVER KEEFER

Val was very friendly and did an excellent job cleaning my teeth. I already
scheduled my next teeth cleaning with her 6 months from now. Great
customer service!

NPS:

 by Elizabeth Gwidt on 2015-10-21

Review for OLIVER KEEFER

Good customer service

NPS:

 by Elizabeth Gwidt on 2015-09-22

Review for OLIVER KEEFER

Excellent dental care!!

NPS:



 by Patricia Zblewski on 2015-09-17

Review for VALEEN WENDORSKI

Great job Val! Best cleaning ever!

NPS:

 by Amy Perron on 2015-09-11

Review for JAIME RESCH

Excellent care & friendly staff.

NPS:

 by Michael Berg on 2015-08-26

Review for OLIVER KEEFER

Awesome as usual!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2015-08-19

Review for SZMANDA DENTAL CENTER

Dr. Ollie did an excellent job. His team works so well together. Very pleased
with the service.

NPS:

 by Susan Willcome on 2015-08-13

Review for SZMANDA DENTAL CENTER

Jamie does a wonderful job, very gentle, I never mind coming for cleanings!



NPS:

 by Douglas Willcome on 2015-08-13

Review for SZMANDA DENTAL CENTER

Excellent experience as usual!

NPS:

 by Victoria Peterson on 2015-07-30

Review for SZMANDA DENTAL CENTER

Excellent appointment with knowledgeable staff ,thank you all

NPS:

 by Elizabeth Gwidt on 2015-07-23

Review for SZMANDA DENTAL CENTER

Loved Szmanda Dental! Everyone there was friendly and made me feel at
home. The dentist explained my treatment plan very thoroughly and even
drew it on a paper for me. I would definitely recommend Szmanda Dental!

NPS:

 by Amanda Mauritz on 2015-07-16

Review for SZMANDA DENTAL CENTER

The Wittenberg staff is excellent and i would recommend them to anyone.

NPS:



 by Anon on 2015-06-25

Review for SZMANDA DENTAL CENTER

the staff is outstanding.

NPS:

 by Ann Evenson on 2015-06-24

Review for SZMANDA DENTAL CENTER

Thank you for taking me in so soon. I was in horrible pain and I left feeling
great. The dentist was awesome, letting me know what he was going to do
ahead of time. I usually get really nervous at the dentist, but I did not have
that feeling this time. Thanks so much!!!!

NPS:

 by Ronda Kerstner on 2015-06-18

Review for SZMANDA DENTAL CENTER

Our first experience at your clinic was very pleasant. Cleaning was good
and we were treated with respect and in a professional manner.

NPS:

 by Michael Berg on 2015-06-18

Review for SZMANDA DENTAL CENTER

Pleasant as usual

NPS: N/A

 by Holly Tuma on 2015-06-17



Review for SZMANDA DENTAL CENTER

Always friendly and hygienist is excellent!

NPS:

 by Elizabeth Borchardt on 2015-06-16

Review for SZMANDA DENTAL CENTER

I had a great experience at Szmanda, as usual. Staff was nice and took the
time to talk with me and establish a relationship.

NPS:

 by Michael Berg on 2015-06-02

Review for SZMANDA DENTAL CENTER

Val was awesome taking care of my teeth.

NPS:

 by Michael Dent on 2015-05-19

Review for SZMANDA DENTAL CENTER

Very pleasant and professional

NPS:

 by Cindy Dawson on 2015-04-09

Review for SZMANDA DENTAL CENTER

The staff is very proffesiinal, caring and they all have a great sense of
humor!!!



NPS:

 by Cheryl Olson on 2015-03-17

Review for SZMANDA DENTAL CENTER

I always appreciate it when they make what would normally be a
not-so-pleasant situation, "ok". I really don't like going to the dentist, but they
always make everything seem to be less traumatic than it could be, and all
the staff works well together from what I have seen. They are funny and
lighten up the atmosphere considerably.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2015-03-08

Review for SZMANDA DENTAL CENTER

Awesome, as usual! I never have to wait for my appointment! Jaime is the
best hygienist, she give me tips to improve my oral health and is just so
friendly!

NPS:

 by Mary Ellen Phillips on 2015-03-05

Review for SZMANDA DENTAL CENTER

Both were very good about explaining what was being done. They were
patient with my questions and answered them well.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2015-02-14

Review for SZMANDA DENTAL CENTER



Best experience I ever had. Always paranoid about the needle & I never felt
a thing the whole time! Dr. Felkner was awesome & walked me through it
and Heather & I talked while he was out of the room & that eased me
through it too!!

NPS:

 by Mary Ellen Phillips on 2015-02-13

Review for SZMANDA DENTAL CENTER

Had my teeth cleaned and Dr Felkner checked them. Both took the time to
explain process and future care needed.

NPS:

 by Adam Koch on 2015-02-10

Review for SZMANDA DENTAL CENTER

Always great, friendly professional service .

NPS:

 by Douglas Willcome on 2015-02-10

Review for SZMANDA DENTAL CENTER

Excellent!

NPS:

 by Douglas Willcome on 2015-02-10

Review for SZMANDA DENTAL CENTER

As always a great experience!



NPS:

 by Sandra Schoen on 2015-01-20

Review for SZMANDA DENTAL CENTER

Very friendly as usual. Share information about the health of your teeth.

NPS:

 by Victoria Peterson on 2015-01-16

Review for SZMANDA DENTAL CENTER

My appointment with Szamanda Dental, Wittenberg office was excellent!
Friendly reception, Jaimie was very gentle and thorough with my cleaning
appt. I recommended it to my dental phobia friend just last night!

NPS:

 by Patricia Zblewski on 2015-01-14

Review for SZMANDA DENTAL CENTER

I just had a cleaning for my four month checkup but Val was great and my
teeth didn't even hurt a bit. Thanks for the great care Val!!! Patti

NPS:

 by Anon on 2015-01-09

Review for SZMANDA DENTAL CENTER

Jamie did an excellent job cleaning my daughters teeth. She left with a huge
smile on her face.

NPS:



 by Ann Almazar-Penfiel on 2014-12-26

Review for SZMANDA DENTAL CENTER

Excellent care, extremely competent and helpful staff

NPS:

 by Anon on 2014-12-11

Review for SZMANDA DENTAL CENTER

great best filling procedure I ever had.

NPS:

 by Elizabeth Borchardt on 2014-12-05

Review for SZMANDA DENTAL CENTER

As always Jamie my hygienist was great! She is kind, thoughtful and
knowledgeable about what she does. She did a great job explaining to me
what I can do to improve my dental health.

NPS:

 by Michael Dent on 2014-12-03

Review for SZMANDA DENTAL CENTER

very friendly and explained in detail what was to be done

NPS:

 by Tammy Miller on 2014-12-02



Review for SZMANDA DENTAL CENTER

Very friendly staff, hygienist very competent, polite and thorough.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2014-11-27

Review for SZMANDA DENTAL CENTER

Always so friendly and nice

NPS:

 by Patricia Opper on 2014-11-13

Review for SZMANDA DENTAL CENTER

great as always

NPS:

 by Susan Willcome on 2014-08-06

Review for SZMANDA DENTAL CENTER

No complaints!...Staff is all very friendly, makes one feel at ease. I have
never had any issues with any work done on my teeth. An EXCELLENT
bunch!

NPS:

 by Gloria Resch on 2014-08-01

Review for SZMANDA DENTAL CENTER

i was very dissapointed with my visit. i thought x-rays were not needed. also
my teeth did not feel or look like just cleaned when i left.



NPS:

 by Cheryl Olson on 2014-07-24

Review for SZMANDA DENTAL CENTER

Always on time (no waiting on my part), very friendly staff, and they made
sure I was not having pain when my procedure was done. I REALLY
appreciate that. I have referred several friends to this dental office over the
years.

NPS:

 by Victoria Peterson on 2014-07-15

Review for SZMANDA DENTAL CENTER

Totally enjoyed my cleaning appt., the Wittenberg office is a great place to
visit!

NPS:

 by Patricia Opper on 2014-06-24

Review for SZMANDA DENTAL CENTER

everything went fine. not dicomfort what so every. love Val she always
makes my visit fun

NPS:

 by David Gettelman on 2014-06-24

Review for SZMANDA DENTAL CENTER

Very nice, polite and friendly people!

NPS:



 by Elizabeth Borchardt on 2014-05-30

Review for SZMANDA DENTAL CENTER

I had a great experience at Szamada Dental in Wittenberg. Jamie, the
Dental Hygienist is such a friend, personable and knowledgeable
professional. I will be back for my visit in 6 months.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2014-05-01

Review for SZMANDA DENTAL CENTER

Haven't been to the dentist in awhile and was a little scared. But my
experience at Szmanda was great! The ladies that work there are very
welcoming, nice and made us comfortable!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2014-04-29

Review for SZMANDA DENTAL CENTER

Dr. Keefer did an excellent job with my daughter. It was the first time she
needed dental work and he was great. She left with a smile on her face!
Thank you!

NPS:

 by Leone Onesti on 2014-04-23

Review for SZMANDA DENTAL CENTER

Excellent

NPS:



 by Frank Wierzba on 2014-03-15

Review for SZMANDA DENTAL CENTER

Always have a great experience. Val and Jamie both have always made me
real comfortable. I would definitely recommend Szmanda dental.

NPS:

 by Ann Almazar-Penfiel on 2014-03-05

Review for SZMANDA DENTAL CENTER

Such a wonderful experience. My hygienist (Jaime) was so gentle yet
thorough. She took a great deal of time to make me feel valued. Jaime took
the time to answer my questions and provide tips to avoid future dental
problems.

NPS:

 by Lori Robinson on 2014-02-20

Review for SZMANDA DENTAL CENTER

Very friendly and thorough. I would highly recommend Szmanda Dental.

NPS:

 by Brenda Brady on 2014-02-04

Review for SZMANDA DENTAL CENTER

I have a four year old daughter, and we make back-to-back appointments.
Not only does she love having her teeth cleaned, but she loves playing with
the toys in the waiting room as I am having my cleaning. The staff is
wonderful with her and she loves them, especially Kristy!

NPS:



 by Susan Willcome on 2014-01-28

Review for SZMANDA DENTAL CENTER

As usual, a stress free, pain free appointment. Friendly staff, providing
excellent care.

NPS:

 by Dawn Jacobs on 2014-01-16

Review for SZMANDA DENTAL CENTER

I had a very pleasant experience with you all at Szmanda Dental. I called
and you were able to schedule me the next day which worked out great,
was in a lot of pain. Then you scheduled my root canal for the week later
while my infection in my tooth settled down. Can't remember my dentist right
at this moment but Dr. F (we will call him) was very nice and explained
everything that was going to be done and I appreciated that. That way I
knew what to expect and no surprises. I will be moving my 3 girls and
myself to your business as I won't get that great service where I am at now.
Thanks again. I did have a lil discomfort as the doctor explained I would but
was all tolerable and not too bad. My brother and his family are possibly
thinking of moving over to your business also. :)

NPS:

 by Victoria Peterson on 2013-12-13

Review for SZMANDA DENTAL CENTER

Had a great dental appointment in the Wittenberg office...from the friendly
welcome of the receptionist to the thorough hygiene appt with
Jamie...thanks to all

NPS:



 by Kevin Griepentrog on 2013-12-05

Review for SZMANDA DENTAL CENTER

Outstanding!

NPS:

 by LeRoy Evenson on 2013-11-01

Review for SZMANDA DENTAL CENTER

I want to thank you so much for the quick and high quality work that was
done on my dentures. I am a new patient and I was treated like I had been a
long time patient. These dentures fit better than they ever have. I am so
pleased. You guys are awesome!!!

NPS:

 by LeRoy Evenson on 2013-11-01

Review for SZMANDA DENTAL CENTER

I am so pleased with my new dentures!!! Thank you so much for getting
them done and getting them done so fast. I was so impressed with the
quality. They fit better than they ever have. The price was reasonable too. I
was a new patient and you treated me so FINE!!!! Thank you

NPS:

 by Anon on 2013-10-26

Review for SZMANDA DENTAL CENTER

Dr. Felkner did a great job with my sons filling. He made him feel very
comfortable.

NPS:



 by Anon on 2013-09-20

Review for SZMANDA DENTAL CENTER

I love going to dentist at Szmanda dental!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2013-08-28

Review for SZMANDA DENTAL CENTER

Thanks for the free toothbrush!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2013-08-25

Review for SZMANDA DENTAL CENTER

it was really fun and helpful.

NPS:

 by Philip Kersten on 2013-08-25

Review for SZMANDA DENTAL CENTER

Everyone was welcoming and made me feel comfortable..my teeth are nice
and clean and I'm ready for a new day.

NPS:

 by Amanda Mauritz on 2013-08-20

Review for SZMANDA DENTAL CENTER

I love the friendly staff at szmanda dental in wittenberg wi.



NPS:

 by Anon on 2013-08-19

Review for SZMANDA DENTAL CENTER

Excellent care, quick service, pretty much painless dental care!

NPS:

 by Mary Ellen Phillips on 2013-08-08

Review for SZMANDA DENTAL CENTER

I am very pleased with Dr Felkner's work. He has done prsvious procedures
on me. All has always gone well. I've forgotten the hygienist's name. She
was patient and did very well. She answeres my questions to my
satisfaction.

NPS:

 by Joann Lawton on 2013-08-05

Review for SZMANDA DENTAL CENTER

Great place to go for a cleaning!

NPS:

 by Jaelyn Brady on 2013-07-26

Review for SZMANDA DENTAL CENTER

This was my first visit to Szmanda, Wittenberg. I had a cleaning and my 3
1/2 year old daughter had her first appointment. I was a bit nervous about
how it would all go! Our Hygienist, Becca was great with my daughter! She
gave her a ride in the chair and explained everything she was going to do in



terms my daughter could understand. Then when it was my turn, Kristi, the
receptionist got my daughter toys and coloring books to keep her busy. It
was a great experience - Thanks Szmanda, Wittenberg!

NPS:

 by Eileen Whitman on 2013-07-23

Review for SZMANDA DENTAL CENTER

Quality work, expedient, friendly staff

NPS:


